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Research by Peter Miskiw. Comments in red by Len Adam 

Bolton Field 
Naturalist Society 

Activities in 1910 – 
1911, including a talk 
by George Grundy on 

Monday December 
19th 1910.  

Members of the Bolton Field Naturalist Society were faced 
with an array of activities in the 1910 – 1911 year.  This 
included a visit to the Town Hall, an open night where 
members brought objects of interest such as microscopes, 
a lecture on rocks at Manchester University , a talk on the 
life history of Cryptograms and last but not least a talk by 
George Grundy  on “The Earth in relation to the Planets” 
At that date the Astronomical Section had not been 
formed and George’s talk was just as a member of the 
Naturalist Society. (See below). 

You will have spotted the reference to “Haeckel’s Riddle of the 
Universe”. I googled this and found a downloadable PDF  of 
the book – somewhat disappointing  in that Astronomy was 
not mentioned until page 299!  So if you are into Monistic 
Philosophy this is the book for you! An extract from the 
astronomical  pages is shown below. The book was written in 
1899. 

1910 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ernst_Haeckel_5.jpg


Back to the Society - the Astronomical Section was formed in 1911 and the Minutes of the Society agreeing this are 
shown here. 



BAS Equipment available on loan – a 
series of articles describing the 
available equipment. To be 
continued in future months. This 
information is taken from the full 
listing of equipment in the Forum on 
the web site. 

3 
SCOTCH MOUNT:  This is a very simple 
home-made camera platform for astro-
photography 

Author:  
Ross Wilkinson 

EQUIPMENT OF THE MONTH 

It consists of a large wooden hinge, which is slowly opened by a motorised screw at a rate of one degree every four minutes. 
When fixed on a tripod so that the hinge-pin is pointed at the celestial pole, a camera mounted on it will track the Earth's 
rotation for long-exposure astro-photography. 
The motor runs from 12V, and the ball & socket head will allow the camera to be pointed at targets in most parts of the sky. 
Just add a 12V battery, tripod and camera... 
Once it's set up, you can then leave it running for up to an hour whilst you get on with some other observations (or go inside 
for a warm drink?). 
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NGC 2976 
On 10th December 
2012 I imaged a 
total of 225 
galaxies in Ursa 
Major. This was 
number 178.  30 
second exposure 
C14 + SBIG ST9XE.  
Good polar 
alignment now  
centres the 
galaxies after 
each slew.  
Len Adam 
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Image Processing Secrets 11  

Photoshop Tips & Tricks 1 
David Ratledge  
 
Introduction 
 
Photoshop has become the de-facto world 
standard for general image processing. 
Despite its extortionate price it probably is an 
essential part of the toolkit for astro-imagers 
too. It is onerous to learn and hopefully the 
following will help get you started. 
 
Adding Two Images Together - Layers 
 
This is a common procedure often required in astro 
imaging but one you will rarely find mentioned in 
Photoshop books. Open the two images in Photoshop 
and select all for the first one, then edit>copy. Open 
the second image (click on it) and edit>paste. We now 
enter the world of layers where we have the first image 
on top of the second. Whereas astronomers see 
images as numbers to be manipulated, photographers 
see layers as if they were transparencies - one on top 
of another. The terms used in Photoshop reflect this 
view of life and are mostly meaningless to us. 
 

 
 
Returning to our combined image, you will only see the 
top image – the bottom image is hidden by it (Note you 
can turn off the top layer by clicking on its eye icon in 
the layers window and the bottom one will then be 
visible). Now suppose we want to blend the two images 
i.e. add 50% of each together. Then click on the opacity 
button and adjust its slider to 50%. The resultant is 
50:50. If we moved the slider to 75% then we will have 
75% of the top added to 25% of the bottom. The final 
step is to flatten the image to make the result 
permanent. 
 
But suppose we wanted to add 100% of both together – 
perhaps we are adding stars to a starless nebula. In this 
scenario, paste the stars image on top of the nebula. 
Now in the layers window change the blending mode to 
screen – see below. 

 
 
The opacity slider can be left at 100% for full adding or 
reduced to say 75% as shown. This means add 75% of 
the top layer (stars) to 100% of the bottom layer (nebula). 
Again flatten when happy with the result. Quite why 
Photoshop calls adding images together screen mode is 
beyond me. 
 
Curves & Channels 
 
Photoshop has several techniques for adjusting 
brightness levels. Curves is by the most useful and 
probably the easiest to understand. It can do everything 
the Levels command can do but much much more.  
 

 
 
Left: Note faint histogram of the image i.e. a display of 
the number of pixels for each brightness level. Note there 
is nothing left of the peak (zoom in 200% to see clearly). 
 
Right: Note that the “curve” chosen by entering points 
(black dots) now starts where the histogram starts and an 
upward sloping steep curve has been entered. This will 
boost faint parts of the image.  
 
Often a reverse S curve gives good results for 
astronomical images. In this example, the channel box 
shows RGB i.e. the command will act on all colour layers 
(called channels). Instead of RGB we can select Red or 
Green or Blue. The curve will then act only on that colour. 
This gives us a very powerful tool for adjusting colours 
and their balance. I suggest playing with curves for 
yourself and become familiar with what is can do 
 



Crop Tool 
 
When we have finished processing our image invariably 
we will need to crop the view either to get rid of blank or 
dodgy areas or just to frame the subject better. The 
crop tool does this easily and it helpfully indicates dead 
centre should you wish to precisely place the object 
there. Later versions of Photoshop allow the crop area 
to be rotated. Simply click outside the frame and drag to 
rotate. The crop area can then be re-adjusted to get it 
spot on. 
 

 
The crop area has been rotated a few degrees to frame 
the subject better. 
 
Layer Masks 
 
This was covered in detail in Image Processing Secrets 
No. 1 so I will not repeat it fully here. I will remind you 
though that this layer technique enables pieces of one 
image to be inserted into a second one without the join 
being visible. Perhaps you have processed M31 and 
realised that you have burnt-out the core. Simply 
reprocess the core and insert it in. 
 

 
 
The Moon has been sharpened with wavelets but we 
have ended up with a horrible white edge (left). With 
layer masks we can replace just the edge with the 
original image (right). Pure magic! 
 
It is one of the most useful techniques around and will 
frequently get you out of jail.   
 
 

Repairing Defects 
 
Inevitably there will be defects in our image that will need 
cleaning up. Perhaps some hot pixels or dead pixels are 
still present. Or perhaps an aeroplane left its mark or a 
spurious reflection is present. Enter the spot healing 
brush. This will magically replace a selected spot with a 
sample of surrounding pixels to create an invisible repair. 
It is selected from the toolbar with options to be set at the 
top. The size of the brush (spot) needs to be set in pixels. 
For hot pixel removal a size of 4 to 8 is often enough.  
For aeroplane trails the selection spot can be dragged 
along it but be careful as it can obliterate stars and leave 
a visible trail. 
 
In Photoshop CS5 a new trick was added – content 
aware fill. It is now an option on the top menu bar for the 
spot healing brush too and I would advise selecting it as 
standard. However, it is much more powerful than that. 
Suppose we have a bad reflection or blemish we want 
removing. Simply select the area with the Lasso tool (on 
the toolbar) and choose Edit>Fill and make sure content 
aware is selected. The area selected will magically be 
replaced by a virtual piece of sky or whatever is 
appropriate to the image. It probably verges on cheating 
as it will even add some fake stars in the case of a star 
field.  
 

 
 
I’ve deliberately erased part of the image (left). Content 
aware fill has happily filled in the “hole” with virtual stars!  
 
The star field example is a rather extreme case and I am 
not advising it for doing this but it gives an indication of 
how powerful this new function can be. I use it for 
blemishes in the background sky or removing flares from 
very bright stars. I’ve not gone as far as adding new stars 
though! 
 
Conclusion 
 
This introduction to Photoshop has only scratched the 
surface but has hopefully got you up to speed with the 
basics. However, a later article we will return for part 2.   
                    

© DR 2013 



DIY auto-guiding for beginners 
Ross Wilkinson & Dean Kos 

Following our successful early tests where Long-Exposure webcams were used to auto-guide our 
telescope mounts using the PHD Guiding program, now it was time to try them out to control our 
imaging systems. We both used old SLR telephoto lenses for our guide-cameras, and since our 
main C8 optical tubes are already back-heavy with the DSLRs attached, it made good sense to add 
the extra weight of the guiding system onto the front-end of the tube, to help with the balance. 

  

Note that in Dean’s system (the left image), the C8 SCT was not part of the imaging or guiding 
systems (it was just a mechanical support!), whereas Ross is operating his main tube at f/6.3 for 
imaging with his DSLR. This latter arrangement is not ideal, since the SCT’s image won’t quite be 
“locked” to that of the guide-camera as its primary mirror shifts slightly in the tube. Off-axis 
guiding is a cure for this, and will be discussed in the next instalment. 

As with any program, when first using 
PHD Guiding we needed to do some 
experimenting to find the best settings 
for some of its  detailed parameters, 
before it could live up to its billing 
“Press Here, Dummy”. But it will run 
happily on tired old WindowsXP 
laptops, with direct control to the 
mount’s Guide-Port from its LPT-port, 
or a serial link to the mount’s handset, 
or even via the EQMod environment.   

And once everything is set up and 
running, you can set the imaging 
camera going and then get on with 
something else – but do keep checking 
PHD’s error-signal graph, which will 
either confirm correct operation or 
show at once if something is going 
wrong (e.g. if a trapped cable is causing 
the mount to stick). 



These pictures illustrate the benefits of guided astro-photography. The one on the left is a single 2-
minute unguided exposure, which shows nasty trailing on the stars, but on the right seven 2-minute 
guided exposures have been stacked to achieve, a much “deeper” image (of NGC869). 

  

It’s important to note that whereas 10x 3-minute guided exposures and 90x 20-sec unguided 
exposures would collect the same amount of starlight, the latter would also include nine times 
more readout noise from the camera, and so produce a much noisier result. Hence the goal is to 
make the individual exposures as long as possible, so that they are limited by the performance of 
the camera’s detector or the likelihood of an aircraft or satellite producing a trail through the 
image, rather than by the tracking performance of the telescope mount. 

Here are our first two images produced with the aid of our auto-guiding systems: 

  

Ross’s picture of M42 came from nine 3-minute guided exposures from his old Pentax K110D, 
whereas Dean captured the faint nebulosity around the young stars in The Pleiades with 28x 4.5-
min exposures using his Canon EOS 1000D. In each case, they were much better than we’d ever 
achieved in the past with unguided imaging. 

And these home-made auto-guiding systems were built up from existing bits and pieces (old SLR 
telephoto lenses and modified webcams) and as the PHD Guiding program is free, they didn’t cost 
very much at all to get going! 

Next time: using an off-axis guider on a C8 SCT 



 

The BV4113 controller 

 

USB TTL Connector 

Computer controlled  
Motor Focuser 

 

From the comfort of the house using Microsoft remote desktop I would connect to the computer in 

the observatory and check the telescope was still on target. I’d watch the images being downloaded 

from the camera, but after a few shots I’d become un- happy with the initial focus. With frustration 

I’d trudge back out and make the tweak wishing there was a way of controlling my focuser from the 

computer. The mount and camera can be controlled from the computer why can’t the focuser.  

I had dabbled a few years ago with a USB motor controller but this had been abandoned as the DLL 

where not Win7 compatible and the vendors were not willing to give them for free. I had also 

struggled with setting the desired speed and the controller was too big.  Looking at the market place 

I looked at the JMI USB motor controller. I initially felt £110 was a lot of money, after all this money 

could be spent on other peripherals plus when the advert says “The focuser cable must be purchased 

or supplied separately” you know there was extra cost to come. 

Knowing the OS had to be independent and 

budget permitting my thoughts turned to what 

could be driven from the RS2332 PC port. With 

the arrival of the Raspberry Pi in 2012 I was 

aware off the availability of motor and stepper 

controllers that could be commanded using 

RS232 or USB – TTL devices.  

After doing some research on the internet I 

became comfortable with the idea and after 

trawling through e- bay I soon came across what 

I was looking for, The BV4113 Serial Stepper & 

DC Motor Controller.  

The module can drive 2 DC motors and a stepper motor in either direction, so I knew it could do the 

job.  It had the ability to connect directly to an RS232 PC port but even better it could use USB – TTL 

taking the 5v that it needed to power itself from the USB. But what really got my attention was the 

manual. Simple and easy, I understood that the commands could be sent in text and all I needed to 

do was worry about getting it all in a small project box along with a 9v battery to drive the focus 

motor.  

The order was soon placed and to my delight arrived a few days later along with a USB – TTL. With a 

9v battery connector and a project box, for a total of £30, I had all the parts needed to start the 

project. I could save £10 by not purchasing the USB – TTL and go 

direct to the PC RS232 port but I would need to find 5v from a power 

source to drive the motor controller and I wanted to run the system 

on a single cable. 



It took me a few hours to modify the project box and to solder all the necessary parts but I was soon 

connected, using the HyperTerminal to turn the motor focuser backwards and forwards using the 

pulse width modulations command to 

set the speed.   

All I now needed was a PC application 

with buttons to control the motor. 

I confess I’ve never developed any real 

applications, certainly an application that 

can control external devices. But again 

with arrival of the Raspberry Pi, Python 

was being pushed as an easy 

programming language to learn. It also 

ticked the box of being OS independent 

and after a quick install I was soon 

sending commands straight to the 

controller, however there was one 

problem.   

It became apparent that Python was really a scripting language and to build the user interface I 

would need time to learn some additional modules. So it was back to Visual Studio, building a form 

and adding buttons with commands. 

The best method of sending the commands was to use decimal rather than text, but also the 

controller can only handle a few commands 

at a time, especially when switching 

between speeds. So I decided to break the 

commands down into different buttons 

giving myself the option to select a COM 

port. 

When first connected I press the clockwise 

and anticlockwise button and the motor 

will run at full speed. These are simple 

commands that can check the software is 

connected.  

But once the enable button is pressed the 

pulse width modulations command is sent 

to the controller. Now the slider bar can be 

moved between slow and fast allowing me 

to me use the clockwise and anticlockwise 

buttons to control the motor at different 

speeds.  

 

The completed project box 

 

 

 

The finished application, SP1 to be released in 2020 



To give more control I would like to be able to adjust the pulse widths, at the moment its hardcoded. 

But for now it will do and I’ve successfully tested the program on Windows 764bit and Windows 

XP32Bit so I’ve partially overcome the OS independence.   

Smaller and cheaper controllers are available along with the USB - TTL but I could not grasp how it 

could all fit together.  Since the purchasing these items and creating the application I have a better 

understanding.  

However the BV4113 could have some extra merit. Replacing the DC motor with a stepper motor I 

could log the number of turns and revert back to a previous focus for different cameras.  The USB – 

TTL can also be replaced with a micro controller. So in conjunction with a stepper motor and power 

permitting it could be programmed to control a barn door tracker. 

But for now I’d settle on some clear skies let’s hope 2013 is a better year 

Carl 
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17th January 2013. 
 An image of M53 was taken using the T20 telescope at New Mexico Skies 

A  clear sky on the all sky 
camera  at the telescope site 
in New Mexico 

The coordinates were set 
and the run started 
The LST showed that it 
was a good time to 
image M53 with an HA 
of -0hr 32m 



The field of view indicator that I had  set up for T20 showed 
that M53 would only occupy a small part of the image. The 
SKyX chart showed many very faint galaxies in the region. 



Object Name: M 53 
Altitude: +74° 06' 07"  
Name 2: M 53 
Object Type: Globular Cluster 
RA (2000.0): 13h 12m 55.30s  
Dec (2000.0): +18° 10' 11.00"  
Dec (Topocentric): +18° 05' 48.98"  
RA (Topocentric): 13h 13m 34.56s  
Azimuth: 157° 02' 27"  
Major Axis: 13.0 
Minor Axis: 0.0 
Magnitude: 7.70 
Rise Time: 22:33 
Transit Time: 05:27 
Set Time: 12:18 
Hour Angle: -00h 25m 49s  
Air Mass: 1.04 
Catalog Identifier: NGC5024 
Source Catalog: Core SDBs: Messier Labels 
Date: 17/01/2013 
Time: 05:01:30 STD 
Constellation: Coma Berenices 
Constellation (Abbrev.): Com 
Screen X: 482.50 
Screen Y: 334.50 
Sidereal Time: 12:48 
Julian Date: 2456310.00105855 
Click Distance: 1.0000 
Frame Size (arcmins): 13.0000 
Angular Separation (Prior Object): 101° 52'  from IC 405 
Position Angle (Prior Object): 122.0°  from IC 405 
Celestial Type: 12 
Index: 52 
Catalog: -1 
Constellation Number: 24 

M53 data at the time 
of the exposure 





The chart below is from the solved plate of the  M53 image on the previous page showing that North is up and East is to 
the left. Each red ellipse represents a galaxy in the region .  The astrometric results box  below show that the image scale 
is 2.10 arcseconds per pixel.  From the astrometric results the “landscape”  camera is sitting at an angle of  88o  45’  from 
North  so that the “portrait” view below is sitting at an angle of 1o 15’ from North.  The major axis of the CCD chip is 3352 
pixels so with the image scale calculated, the camera major axis is 3352 X 2.10  arcseconds which is 7039.2 seconds or 
117.32 minutes of arc – i.e. 1.96 degrees on the long axis. The minor axis of the camera chip is 2532 pixels so the minor 
axis is 2532 X 2.10 arcseconds which is 5317.2 seconds or 88.62 minutes of arc i.e. 1.48 degrees on the short axis. So the 
image is 1.96o X 1.48o in size. 

Zoomed 
in view 
of the 
same 
image of 
M53 



Size    170mm 

Diameter    25.2mm 

Size of M53 = 25.2*88.62/170 
minutes of arc = 13’ approx. 
Assuming a distance of 58 000 light 
years from Earth the diameter of M53 
can be calculated  using this 
dimension.  
 

LA 

So from the scale measurement on the image the diameter of M53 is 219.3 Light years 
The radius of M53 is just less than 110 Light Years 

Equivalent to  33.64 Parsecs in size. 
The volume is therefore 159440.5 cubic parsecs from the equation on the right. 

M53 is estimated to have at least 250000 stars which would give an average  stellar 
density in the cluster of  1.57 stars per cubic parsec. The density towards the centre is of 
course much higher so stars would be much closer together. Some globular clusters have 
an average density approaching 1000 stars per cubic parsec so M53 is regarded as a Low 

Density globular. 
 

Calculations from the M53 image  

LA 

The diameter of M53 in arcminutes 
can be calculated  by determining 
the ratio of the size of the Globular 
Cluster  measured on the image to 
the  width of the image (in mm) 
and multiplying by the width of the 
image in  arcminutes. 



February Objects of Interest 
2013 

Len Adam Len Adam 

Len Adam 
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Len Adam 
On 25th February 2012 the Moon is close to Venus – shown at 7pm . 
Jupiter is higher up the ecliptic between Cetus and Aries  Click on the image above to see the Hubblesite  video of the February 2013 Night sky. 

T Brandwood D Ratledge CARTES DU CIEL VIEW OF THE SOUTHERN SKY AT 10 P.M.ON 1ST  FEBRUARY 2013 

http://leylandobservatory.squarespace.com/april-night-sky/
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Tonight’s Sky Transcript: February 2013 
 
(Intro) 
Your guide to constellations, deep-sky objects, planets and events, Tonight's Sky, 
Highlights of the February Sky 
 
 
Evening Planets 
After the Sun sets on these cold February days, look for a bright “star” blazing 
high overhead.  
 
This is actually not a star at all but the planet Jupiter.  
A telescope will provide a better view. 
 
 
Constellations and Deep-Sky Objects 
The winter night sky, filled with brilliant stars, presents one of the best celestial 
views. 
 
Orion, the Great Hunter of Greek mythology, dominates the winter sky. This 
constellation is among the easiest to recognize. It is full of young stars, dying 
stars, and many nebulae. 
 
Betelgeuse, one of Orion’s “shoulders,” is a red supergiant star about 650 times 
bigger than the Sun. It shines with the brightness of tens of thousands of Suns. 
 
Betelgeuse is near the end of its life. With the fuel at the star’s core practically 
depleted, the core has contracted and heated, causing the outer gaseous layers 
of the star to swell. 
 
Rigel, one of Orion’s “knees,” is a triple-star system made up of two smaller stars 
orbiting a blue supergiant. Rigel’s blue supergiant star has a short lifespan.  
 
Blue supergiant stars are much hotter than our Sun and use up their fuel quickly. 
 
Orion’s Belt is easy to spot. It is made up of three stars, Alnitak, Alnilam, and 
Mintaka. 
 
From the left side of Orion’s Belt, look down to the Great Orion Nebula. Although 
barely visible to the naked eye, it is the brightest diffuse gas cloud in the night 
sky. (“Nebula” is Latin for “cloud.”) A small telescope unveils the details and 
grandeur of the nebula. 
 
Embedded inside the Orion Nebula is the Trapezium, a group of hot young stars 
so brilliant they cause the surrounding gas to glow.  
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Canis Major, the Great Dog, is the faithful companion who follows in Orion’s 
footsteps. Canis Major is dominated by the most brilliant star in the night sky, 
Sirius. 
 
Sirius is actually a double system, containing a bright star and a much smaller 
and fainter companion. It is a mere 8.6 light-years away. 
 
Scanning with binoculars just below Sirius will reveal a lovely cluster of stars 
called M41. It contains about 100 stars, including several red giants. 
 
Stars in clusters like M41 were born together and are all about the same age. 
 
 
Morning Planets 
Saturn rises around midnight and climbs higher throughout the morning hours.  
 
Use a telescope to spy its marvelous rings. 
 
 
(Ending) 
The night sky is always a celestial showcase. Explore its wonders from your own 
backyard. 
 
 
Credits 
Produced by the Space Telescope Science Institute, Office of Public Outreach 
 
Starfield images created with Stellarium 
 
Mythological constellation forms from Firmamentum Sobiescianum sive 
Uranographia by Johannes Hevelius, courtesy of the United States Naval 
Observatory 
 
Jupiter image courtesy of Todd Gross 
 
Pleiades Star Cluster image courtesy of Daniel Mahoney 
 
Saturn image courtesy of John Endreson 
 
Narrated by Nancy Calo 
 
Music written by Jonn Serrie 
 
Production: Lucy Albert, Greg Bacon, John Bintz, John Godfrey, Vanessa 
Thomas 



Meetings Schedule February 2013 to May 2013   

Meetings are held each month on Tuesday evenings, commencing at 7:30pm and concluding around 9pm.  
 
Our main meeting programme runs from September to May, and features a mixture of formal lectures  and  informal 
"Activity Nights" .  Activity nights will be posted on the website so keep an eye on that for details.  
 
Admission is free to members, and visitors are welcome at £2 per visit. 
 
 Over the summer we also get together on the first Tuesdays of June, July and August. 
 
The programme of our future meetings is shown below, but may occasionally be subject to late changes, so if you're 
travelling from some distance, please contact the BAS Committee by email to boltonastro@gmail.com to confirm before 
making your journey. 
 

There are 9 issues of the Society Newsletter per annum with a summer break in  June , July and August 

The Newsletter is an online PDF that can be downloaded and printed if required. 
 

Len Adam 
Sierra Stars 0.61m Cass 180s exposure 02h 
38m  PST 30 Sep 2011 (10h 38m GMT)  

mailto:boltonastro@gmail.com?cc=carl@broomses.co.uk

